
Digital Travel Marketing 

Roadmap for 2023



The Road to Qualified Leads & Online Bookings
We don’t pretend to know much about rocket science or brain surgery, but we definitely 
understand digital travel marketing and lead generation.

I’m VoyagePort CEO Jason Halberstadt, and I’ve been helping travel companies grow for 
almost as long as the Internet has been around. Many of my first clients from the 1990’s are 
still my clients today - except most are much larger companies nowadays.

Our clients have grown because we have a deep understanding of both travelers and digital 
marketing. We are continually studying and measuring what travelers search for, how they 
plan to travel, and what converts browsers into qualified leads into buyers.

Over the last 25 years we have run thousands of experiments and measured what works, 
and what doesn’t work. Here we share with you what is working today as we enter 2023.

Travel Marketing + Booking Engine 
Technology



Pothole 
Travel levels are back to pre-pandemic levels, but… 



Are they finding you when they are planning their trip?

Are you answering the questions your 
customers have about your 
destination(s) on your website and 
marketing materials?

● When is the best time to visit?
● How much does it cost?
● What are the best things to do 

and see?
● Best tours?
● And thousands more…



Pothole 
Travel levels are back to pre-pandemic levels, but… 



Get Found
Travelers use 38 

different websites 
on average to 

plan a trip

Are travelers finding you 
multiple times during the 
trip planning process?

The Marketing Rule of 7 states that a 
prospect needs to “hear” the 
advertiser's message at least 7 times 
before they'll take action to buy that 
product or service.



These are the channels that are generating the vast 
majority of leads and sales for travel agencies, tour 
operators, cruise lines, OTA’s, DMC’s, resorts & lodges, 
and other package tour sellers. Airlines, urban hotels, 
attractions, and other types of travel companies will find 
that many of these same or similar tactics will work to 
varying degrees. 

● SEO, Content Strategy, and Digital PR

● Google Text Ads (and Bing too!)

How to Get Found in 2023



SEO: Best long term investment, but requires a highly-skilled and 
knowledgeable team of destination experts, SEO writers, editors, web 
developers, and technicians.  

Google Ads: Best for “I need clients today”, but is very easy to waste 
your budget on worthless clicks unless your account is carefully set up, 
monitored, and optimized to maximize ROI. 

The most successful competitors use both strategies synergistically frequently 
using SEO to target long-tail keywords early in the trip planning process which 
tend to be less competitive, then bidding on highly-competitive and valuable 
keywords which always show several ads 

Best Marketing Investments to get found and drive 
bookings and qualified leads in 2023



Goals: get found and help prospective travelers during their trip planning journey. 
Develop a trusting relationship with them early in the trip planning process and 
nurture the lead into a purchase.

Keys to Success: SEO is a competitive sport in ways. Google results are the 
scoreboard in this game. In order to perform at an elite level, you need to get 
everything right:

● Technical SEO, including speed and (especially) security.
● A winning content plan and execution of the plan by writers, editors, and web 

developers.
● Digital PR and link building are essential, but must be done wisely with 

high-quality on-subject sites.

Best Long-Term Marketing Investment in 2023: SEO 



Goals: get found and help prospective travelers during their trip planning journey. 
Develop a trusting relationship with them early in the trip planning process.

Keys to Success: SEO is a competitive sport in ways. Google results are the 
scoreboard in this game. In order to perform at an elite level, you need to get 
everything right:

● Technical SEO, including speed and (especially) security.
● A winning content plan and execution of the plan by writers, editors, and web 

developers.
● Digital PR and link building are essential, but must be done wisely with 

high-quality on-subject sites.

Best Short-Term Marketing Investment in 2023: 
Pay-Per-Click Text Ads + Remarketing Ads



Roadblock?
Google wants to show your ads everywhere they can make money

  What You Want       vs.         What Google Wants 
● You want to show ads 

only to people likely to 
buy from you while they 
are in the process of 
planning their trip. You 
want to block fraudulent 
clicks and those who do 
not have the intent of 
buying from you. 

● Google wants to show high-CPC 
ads in low intent and low value 
locations like video games, 
gambling sites, etc. where they 
have lots of ad “inventory”.



Roadblock?
Google makes it very easy to spend a lot of money

Google makes it very easy to set up a basic campaign and get reasonable results 
with minimal skill or experience required.

Google makes it very difficult to show ads ONLY to people who have the intent of 
purchasing from you and very difficult to block showing worthless ads. 

The Google Ads platform is evolving very rapidly. It is recommended to work with a  
specialist who keeps updated on the latest changes to continue achieving results.





Remarketing / Retargeting

After someone has visited a page on your website of commercial 
importance, you can target this person with ads while they are 
navigating the web and promote your services or products that are 
similar to the page(s) they viewed.



Remarketing / Retargeting
Inspiring short vertical videos, square videos, and image + text ads 
with clear value propositions and calls to action are helping brands 
be present multiple times in the minds of travelers during trip 
planning and purchasing process.

● Google Ads Remarketing including Youtube Video Campaigns
● Facebook/Instagram Retargeting
● LinkedIn Remarketing (if you have B2B customers)

For 2023, consider experimenting with Tiktok, Pinterest, Streaming 
TV, native advertising, and influencer marketing.



Roadblock?
Accurate Campaign and Site Tracking - GA4

Accurate Tracking is Getting Complicated

The introduction of GA4 has created havoc in 
IT, marketing, and finance departments and 
has made tracking more much more 
complicated, yet more powerful than ever.

The old Google Analytics will be disappearing 
in July 23, so sites need to have their 
tracking in order well before then so they can 
compare the old GA with GA4 data before 
making the permanent switch.  

Love? Hate?



Roadblock?
Click Fraud and Garbage PPC Traffic

Remarketing and display 
campaigns are particularly 
susceptible to click fraud. 
And, if you are not careful, 
they can generate a high 
percentage of garbage traffic 
from fraud, mobile apps, 
games, and accidental clicks. 
Make sure you use 
independent fraud detection 
and blocking software.





Are You Providing an Exceptional User 
Experience?

Is your website fast and does it efficiently give your customers what 
they want and let them achieve what they want to achieve?

● Your website needs to have sufficient information about your products and services, and 
supplementary information about the destination(s) to facilitate the trip searching and 
planning process and inspire them to contact you.

● Study where your customers come from, what they search for, and what their intent is 
when they arrive to each page. 

● Create FLOW on each landing page that facilitates them finding what they are looking for 
and taking their next steps in the trip planning process. 

● Use (and A/B test) multiple Calls-to-Action for different users with different intents and 
personalities.



Roadblock?
Mobile is the majority of traffic, but minority of conversions.

Are you providing an optimal User Experience on mobile devices?

Source: Salecycle study of 454,398,334 online 
user journeys and booking statistics from a 
range of Travel ecommerce websites





Customer Expectations in 2023

● Rapid, nearly instant response to questions and inquiries via the customer’s 
preferred communication channel: web form, live chat, email, phone, 
Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger, etc.

● Travelers expect that Trip Planners and Travel Agents have efficient access to 
their account information and history with a CRM-type system at their 
fingertips.

● The trip planning process should flow seamlessly requiring the minimum 
possible effort and frustration from the point of view of the traveler. 

● Payment needs to be clear, transparent, and seamless offering the payment 
method that the traveler prefers. 

● Cancellation, refund, and flexibility policies need to be clear and fair in the 
post-COVID-19 world.



Post-COVID-19 Traveler Expectations
Travel levels are almost back to pre-pandemic levels, but… 

● Post Covid-19, travelers are seeking expert guidance for every 
aspect of their trip. While in years past trip planning may have 
occurred via review sites or light web browsing, now there’s much 
more to consider. Vaccines, mask requirements, and border 
crossings complicate trip planning and they want professional 
assistance.

● A big industry-wide shift in customer bookings is the trend towards 
last-minute bookings. According to Google statistics, travel-related 
searches with the keywords ‘tonight’ and ‘today’ have increased by 
519% in the past five years. Many of these searches originated on 
mobile devices in the destination city.



Roadblock?
Artificial Intelligence will impact your business in 2023

The rapid advances in AI technology and the popularity of Chat GPT have demonstrated that AI 
will soon be changing some key aspects of travel companies’ businesses. 

Marketing - AI has given marketers impressive creative tools to increase the quality and quantity of all 
types of content and marketing materials. That said, Google says that AI-generated content is spam and 
violates their Webmaster Guidelines. There are multiple ways to detect AI-generated text like this tool.

Sales -  AI conversational chatbot assistants will quickly evolve the ability to offer a surprisingly high 
level of customer service. High-achieving sales teams will be assisted by  24/7 virtual chat agents that 
communicate not only by chat, but email, SMS, Whatsapp, and nearly any channel via an ever-learning, 
ever-improving virtual sales machine.

What is your AI strategy in 2023? Is your team integrating these tools into IT 
systems and daily work to stay competitive?

https://chat.openai.com/chat
https://huggingface.co/openai-detector


We hope we have brought some enlightenment to what may be ahead in 2023.

Do you think we missed something? Do you think we got something 
particularly right or wrong?

Let’s continue the discussion 
on LinkedIn. 

Digital Travel Marketing Roadmap 2023

https://www.linkedin.com/company/voyageport/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/voyageport/


Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please visit our website for more information

Feel free to contact me:
Jason Halberstadt, Founder, CEO
jason@voyageport.com
+1-831-824-7820

Bon Voyage!

https://voyageport.com/digital-marketing-travel/
mailto:jason@voyageport.com

